Case Study

An Avaya
upgrade for one
of Scotland's No1
supplier of tyres
Large tyre fitters COOPER BROS entrusts incovo to provide complete
system upgrade, transition to SIP and full support offering.
About COOPER BROTHERS

The Solution Detail

Cooper Bros, one of Scotland's largest independenlty
owned supplier of Tyres is a
family
business
that
is committed
to
providing
their
customers
with
a comprehensive tyre supply and fitting
service.
With over 40 years of service, they have a large
base of loyal, returning customers.

Right from the start, incovo set themselves apart from the
competition by genuinely listening to Cooper Bros, gaining
a full understanding of what they required and
responding quickly. incovo worked closely with Cooper Bros
throughout
the
whole
process
and
provided
comprehensive guidance on how incovo would install and
support the new system.

The Challenge
Cooper
Bros
were
experiencing
issues
with
their existing provider; it was a poor working relationship
with minimum contact – the very opposite of what incovo
stands for. Whilst they were already operating an Avaya IP
office, they were on an old software release 8.0,
out of manufacturers
support with Avaya and still
using ISDN phone lines.
Cooper Bros
Operations
Director, Garry Gibson required guidance on how best
to upgrade the system and how to use it to its full
potential.
Cooper Bros were therefore looking to
switch provider but it was
imperative
that incovo
completed
this
with minimum downtime. Cooper
Bros also didn't
have
a centralized call reporting
and recording system to allow managers to listen to both
outbound and inbound phone calls
for
quality
management, staff training and potential customer
complaints.

Future-proofing
was
at
the
forefront
of
Cooper Bros requirements, so incovo upgraded and
installed an entirely new system for Cooper Bros to the
latest version of Avaya IP Office which has on average an
18-year
lifespan.
This
solution
provided
Cooper Bros
with Software & Upgrade advantage
direct from Avaya which allows incovo access to patch
bug fixes, software upgrades onto the production system at
no additional cost and ability to raise tickets with the Avaya
technical support desk. Avaya Call reporting and recording
was one the biggest benefits to the new system allowing
their management team access to sales team calls so they
could actively improve productivity and efficiency along
with customer experience.

and his team took the time to sit and listen to all of our problems and ”
“Chris
provided a solution that solved problems from day one. This made all the
difference for me.
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Seamless implementation of solution allows for complete ﬂexibility with the
Avaya IP office and signiﬁcant cost savings moving to SIP
The Solution Detail continued...

Solution Overview

Our pre-sales team included a Small Community
Networking license which allows all sites to easily call
extension to extension without
any
cost
being
incurred. This feature ties perfectly with the brand
new Avaya J169 handsets.

incovo invested a substantial amount of time to
fully understand Cooper Bros’ needs and by carrying out
multiple site visits and demonstrations, they were able to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the issues
they were previously experiencing. They were then able
to create an effective solution which has resulted in
greater productivity and efficiency.

Our projects team carried out a full analysis of the
existing ISDN infrastructure. Our audit concluded that
over 10 PSTN lines were no longer in use however
Cooper Bros were still paying for these on a monthly
basis. incovo reduced the phone lines only to what
was required and configured SIP trunking onto the
system which avoids any future disruption resulting from
the 2025 ISDN switch off. Cooper Bros will also save
around £15,000 in phone line costs over the next five
years.

Value Created
Not only can Cooper Bros now enjoy all the benefits of a
resilient phone system; from cost saving to increased
productivity, they are now also reaping the rewards of a
strong working relationship with incovo who, unlike their
previous provider, have worked tirelessly to provide
information, training and ongoing support when needed.
Summary

Their system is also boasting active/active Failover
from the SIP trunk level which allows for added
resiliency meaning in the event of either system
failing, the other will takeover, resulting in no loss of
calls. These disaster recovery capabilities afforded
Cooper Bros additional peace of mind.

The Cooper Bros account is a stand-out example of what a
difference effective communication with a telephony
provider can make. Incovo have worked hard to build a
great rapport with the customer who now has direct access
to a dedicated account manager and a team of expert
engineers. Thanks to incovo, Cooper Bros now have a
comprehensive understanding of their system, and as a
result, have been able to cut costs and increase productivity.

reassuring to know that if we ever have questions, we can just pick up the phone
“ It’s
and speak directly to our account manager. Our whole experience has been poles ”
apart from our previous provider and we haven’t looked back since switching to
incovo! QUOTE FROM COOPER BROS

Avaya Call Reporting Software has been a real game-changer for us. We can now
“ Thelisten
”
to our entire team and work with them to improve productivity and efficiency.
QUOTE FROM GARRY GIBSON
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